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Consigned by

Twin Hills Stud
BROWN COLT BY
HARRY ANGEL
Click here for MM pedigree page.

A colt from the first
crop of World
Champion sprinter
Harry Angel.
1/2 BROTHER TO CURRENT
STAKES PERFORMER
GLITTER STRIP.

From an excellent family
- first 3 dams were black
type performers.
Olly’s notes
The Harry Angel colt has a been a star from
day one. He is a horse with great quality,
scope and a lovely walk. Naturally, it is
exciting to see the progeny of Harry Angel
hit the sales. He was an exceptionally fast
horse. This colt has a real swagger and
presence about him. You can see High
Chaparral in him but he looks forward.

R

Raised and grazed
on superior land

olling pastures and plentiful water, the finest facilities
accrued over several decades of lavish investment, and
dedicated, expert staff with judgement and experience.
Twin Hills Stud – it’s a great place to be a horse.
Established by American expat Ferd Calvin in the Sixties,
Twin Hills Stud was bought by media personality Mike
Willesee in the early 1980s. Renamed Trans Media Park Stud,
Willesee built world-class facilities and stood leading sires
Snippets and Rubiton.
In 1993, it became an integral part of Jack and Bob Ingham’s
Woodlands Stud. It was home to a large proportion of their
mares as well as stallions such as Strategic and Epsom
Derby winner Quest For Fame. The stud was sold to Sheikh
Mohammed’s Darley in 2008, after which it played a
central role in Godolphin’s Australian racing operations –
it has been the base for such fabulous racehorses as
Appearance, Exosphere, Epaulette and Guelph.
Olly and Amber Tait purchased Twin Hills Stud in April
2017. Its deep history is the inspiration for an exciting future.
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